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Abstract
The engineering validation and engineering design activity (EVEDA) for the International Fusion Materials
Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) is proceeding as one of the ITER broader approach activities. In the concept of the
IFMIF, two 40 MeV deuteron beams are injected into a liquid Li stream (Li target) flowing at a velocity of 15 m s−1 .
The EVEDA Li test loop (ELTL) is aimed at validating the hydraulic stability of the Li target at a velocity up to
20 m s−1 under a vacuum condition of 10−3 Pa as the most important issue. Construction of the ELTL, which is the
largest liquid metal loop possessing 5.0 m3 Li for the fusion research ever, was completed in the O-arai Research &
Development Center in the Japan Atomic Energy Agency on 22 November 2010. This paper presents the design and
fabrication technology of a target assembly called integrated target assembly, in which the Li target is produced by
a contraction nozzle along a concave channel. There are two concepts regarding the target assembly: the integrated
target assembly and the bayonet target assembly. Both target assemblies are outlined in this paper, and then the
newly proposed design of the integrated target assembly for the ELTL and its fabrication technology are given. The
integrated target assembly was processed by a five-axis milling machine and the processing accuracy was measured
by 3D measurement tools. Finally, methods applied for the validation of the stability of the Li target are introduced
in this paper.
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
into a liquid Li stream flowing at a velocity of 15 m s−1 (design
range is 10–20 m s−1 ). The Li stream, hereinafter called the Li
target, is a free-surface flow produced by a double-contraction
nozzle and flows through a concave flow channel in a vacuum
of 10−3 Pa.
The IFMIF has been designed internationally with
reference to the FMIT project [1] and its latest design report
is the Comprehensive Design Report (CDR) [2] published
in 2003 which was compiled through the conceptual design
activity (CDA) phase [3], conceptual design evaluation (CDE)

1. Introduction
For the development of materials to be used in a future fusion
reactor, it is necessary to evaluate irradiation damage on the
candidate materials by 14 MeV neutrons. The International
Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) is aimed at
producing an intense high-energy neutron flux generated by
a deuteron (D+ )–lithium (Li) nuclear reaction. In the current
concept of the IFMIF as shown in figure 1, two 40 MeVdeuteron beams whose total current is 250 mA are injected
0029-5515/11/123008+12$33.00
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achieved a flow velocity as high as 17.8 m s−1 at the pressure
range 93–94 kPa, but did not achieve high velocity under the
vacuum condition because of cavitation phenomenon at the
inlet of the electro-magnetic pump (EMP) for Li circulation.
In addition, the measurement of surface stability was not
achieved.
Following these preliminarily developed test loops, the
ELTL was designed to have the major components necessary to
produce the Li target envisaged in the actual IFMIF, although
the width of the Li target in the ELTL has been reduced to
100 mm from the 260 mm as shown in table 1. The ELTL
features that it is able to produce the Li target at the highest
velocity of 20 m s−1 under a vacuum condition of 10 −3 Pa
along the concave back wall and that it equips a complete set of
purification traps and monitors. Major issues to be investigated
and validated in the ELTL are as follows:
• the hydraulic stability of the Li target,
• the Li purification system consisting of three impurity
traps.
For these validation tests, the EVEDA tasks (II) and (IV) are
underway alongside and will supply the following devices:

Figure 1. Concept of IFMIF Li target.

• diagnostic devices for the high-speed free-surface flow
of Li,
• two hot traps and three impurity monitors to purify
and monitor impurities in Li such as nitrogen (N) and
hydrogen (H).

phase [4] and key element technology (KEP) phase [5].
At present, engineering validation and engineering design
activity (EVEDA) [6–8] for the IFMIF is carried out under
an international collaboration known as the ITER broader
approach (BA) [9, 10] between Japan and the EU since 2007.
The EVEDA tasks related to the Li target facility consist of
six tasks which are (I) construction and operation of a Li test
loop, (II) diagnostics for the Li target, (III) erosion/corrosion
for loop structure materials, (IV) a Li purification system, (V)
remote handling and (VI) IFMIF engineering design [11–13].
Among these tasks, as a major Japanese activity, the EVEDA
Li test loop (ELTL) is now under construction at the O-arai site
of the Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA). It is scheduled
for completion at the end of February 2011 and for operation
for two years from May 2011.
As for R&D on the Li target, several water and Li loops
were developed. Table 1 shows the specifications of Li loops
developed and used through the previous activities with the
specification of the ELTL and the IFMIF Li loop [14]. Based
on the FMIT project which also aimed at designing a neutron
source by the D+ –Li reaction employing liquid Li, a doublecontraction nozzle to produce the Li target stably at a large
flow rate for the IFMIF was designed and verified through
water mock-up tests [15–17].
Following the water mock-up tests, the Li target produced
by the double-contraction nozzle was first investigated in
Osaka University whose Li loop has a rectilinear flow channel
placed horizontally. The hydraulic stability of the Li target
around the atmospheric pressure was successfully observed
and measured by a high-speed video (HSV) camera and a
contact-type sensor [18–20]. However, since the nozzle was
eroded by the high-speed Li flow and caused unforeseen
disturbances at the time of the measurement, the evaluation
of the flow stability remained inconclusive.
Along with the Osaka University loop, a Li loop was
developed in IPPE aimed at testing the Li target along a concave
back wall under a vacuum condition [21]. The IPPE loop

The diagnostic devices, and the traps and monitors are
scheduled to be fabricated during the fiscal year 2010 and
installed in the second phase of construction just after
completion of the ELTL, excluding the H hot trap and monitor.
By using these devices and traps, the stability of the Li target
and the performance of the traps and monitors are investigated.
As a result, the current specifications of the target, traps and
monitors are expected to be validated or re-evaluated based on
the test results for the goal of designing the Li target and the
purification system for the actual IFMIF during the EVEDA
phase.
This paper focuses on the design and fabrication
technology of the Li target and target assembly, hereinafter
abbreviated as TA, in which the Li target is produced. The
fabrication of the TA was completed and verified that the TA
fulfilled the design specification successfully. The Li target
specifications and TA components are outlined in this paper
after description of the whole loop configuration of the ELTL.
Then, the TA structure newly designed for the ELTL based on
the previous specifications and the result of the fabrication are
presented. Finally, the envisaged tests on the TA are outlined
with the results in a similar test facility conducted in task (II).

2. Overview of the design and construction of the
ELTL
Figure 2 shows the piping and instrumentation diagram (P&ID)
of the ELTL. The ELTL consists of two major Li loops which
are the main loop and the purification loop with the impurity
monitoring loop. The main Li loop was designed to supply
liquid Li at an adequate flow rate and temperature to the TA, in
which the Li target is produced. The purification loop with the
2
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Table 1. Comparison of Li loops for the research and development for the IFMIF.

Nozzle design
Back wall
Jet thickness (mm)
Jet width (mm)
Max. jet velocity/surface
pressure (m s−1 )

FMIT

Osaka Univ.

IPPE

ELTL

IFMIF

Singlecontraction
Concave
R = 100 mm
R = 269 mm
19
100
17/10−3 Pa

Doublecontraction
Rectilinear

Double-contraction
Concave R = 250 mm

Doublecontraction
Concave

Doublecontraction
Concave

10
70
15/atmospheric
pressure

10
70
17.8/93–94 kPa
7.5/2.5–6.7 Pa

25
100
20/10−3 Pa to
atmospheric
pressure
50
250–350
SS 316 L
RAFM(F82H)
5.0
Under
construction

25 ± 1 mm
260
15 (design range
10–20)/
10−3 Pa
133
250–280
RAFM

Max. flow rate (L s−1 )
Temperature (◦ C)
TA material

40
250
SS 304

13
300
SS 304

13
250–400
12X18H10Ta

Li inventory (m3 )
Status

3.8
Shut down in
1982

0.42
In operation
since 2002

0.27
In operation since 2005

a

9
Design stage

Russian stainless steel brand (analogue of 321 SS steel according to American standard).

Figure 2. Diagram of pipe and instruments of the ELTL.

impurity monitoring loop removes the impurities in the Li and
monitors the concentration. The major design specifications
of the ELTL, whose Li inventory is 5.0 m3 and platform size is
roughly 20×20×20 m, are described in our previous paper [22]
and outlined as follows. The design temperature is 400 ◦ C, and
the design pressure ranges from a gauge pressure of −0.1 MPa
to 0.75 MPa. The maximum flow rate of the main circulation
pump is 50 L s−1 (this flow rate corresponds to 20 m s−1 at the
target section), and the temperature in steady-state operation
ranges from 250 to 350 ◦ C. The piping and main construction
consist of stainless steel (SS) type 304.
The main loop consists of 6 inch Li circulation pipes, the
TA, a quench tank, an EMP, an electro-magnetic flow meter
(EMF), a cooler, a surge tank, a dump tank and valves. These
tanks are equipped with nozzles that connect to Ar gas cylinders

and vacuum pumps to control pressure, and are also equipped
with electrical instruments such as thermocouples and level
meters for process monitoring and control. The height of the
main loop is designed to prevent cavitation at the inlet of the
circulation pump at the maximum flow rate of 50 L s−1 .
The purification loop which has the impurity monitoring
loop as a daughter loop is connected to the main loop
downstream from the EMP and the dump tank.
The
purification loop consists of a cold trap, a nitrogen (N) hot
trap, a hydrogen (H) hot trap, an EMP and an EMF. The
cold trap, the N hot trap and the H hot trap remove oxygen
(O), N and H dissolved in Li. As for the actual IFMIF, a
target value of the impurity limits (for C, O, N, H isotopes
and Be) in the current design of the IFMIF is 10 wppm [14].
The cold and hot traps in the ELTL are aimed at validating
3
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D beams without boiling or any perturbation of the Li target.
In addition, sufficient thickness to cover the range of D+ beam
penetration is required to protect the flow channel so that the Li
target flows along. The major specifications of the Li target in
the IFMIF are presented in table 1. To fulfil the fundamental
requirements, the velocity and curvature, and thickness and
width were selected as described in the following subsections.
3.1.1. Velocity and curvature. Since the Li target flows under
a vacuum condition of 10−3 Pa, the boiling temperature of Li
is decreased to 344 ◦ C and there is a high risk of boiling as a
result of heat from the D+ beams. In order to add a margin to
prevent boiling, it has been proposed that centrifugal force be
applied to the Li target to increase the static pressure and then
that the boiling temperature inside the Li target be raised. A
thermo-hydraulic analysis was performed using the FLOW-3D
code to examine the temperature profile of the Li target flowing
along the flow channel as a result of the heat from the D+
beams [23]. Figure 4 presents (a) a temperature profile inside
the Li target together with the boiling point at a velocity of
10 m s−1 ; (b) the surface temperature against the Li target flow
velocity. As shown in figure 4(a), the maximum temperature
inside the Li target was indicated at the point with a depth of
19 mm, which corresponds to a peak location of the energy
deposition by D+ beams. As a result of the calculation, the
velocity range 10–20 m s−1 and the curvature radius of 100–
1000 mm were selected as adequate for the removal of heat
from the D+ beams and the prevention of boiling. In the
most severe case within these ranges, i.e. the velocity and
the curvature radius are 10 m s−1 and 1000 mm, respectively,
the boiling margin, defined as boiling temperature minus local
temperature, is a minimum of 35 ◦ C on the free surface just
below the beam footprint, as shown in figure 4(b). Inside the
Li flow, the boiling margin is greater than 400 ◦ C due to the
rise of the boiling temperature resulting from the centrifugal
pressure, as shown in figure 4(a). The reference design values
of velocity and curvature were subsequently taken as 15 m s−1
and 250 mm, respectively, as the middle of the ranges. In
addition, the initial Li temperature selected was 250 ◦ C with
consideration for a temperature margin to avoid unexpected
solidification of Li, having a melting point of 180.5 ◦ C, in the
loop.

Figure 3. EVEDA Li test loop after completion.

the target value or updating the target value to a reasonably
achievable value. The impurity monitoring loop consists of an
off-line sampler and two on-line impurity monitors. The pipe
diameter of the purification and impurity monitoring loop is
1 inch.
The basic design for the ELTL performed in 2008
was followed by the engineering design from March 2009
to December 2009 in the large part. Subsequently, the
construction was started in November 2009 in the O-arai site
of the JAEA. In parallel with the on-site construction for the
ground work, components such as the EMP and the tanks were
fabricated. Assembling the components and piping on the
site was finally completed in November 2009 (22 November
2009), and then all construction was successfully completed
after passing an authority inspection by a fire department in
O-arai town, Ibaraki, Japan. Figure 3 shows a photograph of
the ELTL taken after the construction was completed. The
height of the ELTL is approximately 20 m and an air-tight
vessel containing the TA is placed on top of the ELTL. The
ELTL possesses a total of 2.5 ton Li in the dump tank installed
in a pit in front of the platform.
We have achieved the biggest milestone for the Li target
task of IFMIF/EVEDA project towards the realization of
IFMIF facility. This is a significant advance in fusion research.

3.1.2. Target thickness. The flow thickness of 25 mm
was selected to cover the range of D+ beam penetration
at 40 MeV with a margin of 3 mm. This 3 mm margin is
temporarily distributed to the uncertainties of (1) the thickness
of boundary layer on the flow channel in the beam region, (2)
the fluctuation of the surface location, i.e. the amplitude of
the surface waves, and (3) the beam penetration depth. With
particular regard to (2), the surface fluctuation is the one of
the major points of interest to be investigated and reassessed
in the ELTL. Figure 5 presents the wave height distributions
and statistical values of wave height experimentally obtained
on the Li target along the horizontal flow channel in the
Osaka University loop [20]. As shown in figure 5, the
wave distributions in the velocity range 2–15 m s−1 agree with
Rayleigh distribution which is employed as a model of irregular
surface waves, and the maximum wave height exceeded 4 mm
at the velocity of 15 m s−1 although the mean value is as

3. Overview of the Li target and TA designs
3.1. Specifications of the IFMIF Li target
This section outlines the specifications of the IFMIF Li target
prior to the discussion of the design of the ELTL Li target
assembly. The fundamental requirement for the Li target in
the IFMIF is to remove 10 MW heat power produced by the
4
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Figure 4. (a) Dependences of temperatures on Li depth [23] and (b) Li flow velocity [14].

Figure 5. (a) Surface wave distribution and (b) wave height on the horizontal flow channel [20].

small as 1 mm. However, these results were affected by
disturbances from the eroded nozzle as mentioned in section
1, thus the evaluation of the flow stability was carried on into
the ELTL which realizes the actual condition of the IFMIF
such as a vacuum condition of 10−3 Pa along the concave
back wall.

The Li target is produced by and in the TA, whose major
components are the nozzle and the flow channel to produce and
flow the Li target. For the IFMIF TA, a double-contraction
nozzle was designed based on the theoretical model studied
by Shima [25]. The ELTL also employs the same doublecontraction nozzle which is described in detail in the next
section.
As for a back plate in which the flow channel is fabricated,
two types are proposed by Japan and EU, respectively; namely
an integrated type and a bayonet type. Table 2 summarizes
the back plate types and material of the two target assemblies.
Initially, a back plate type named as cut and reweld type whose
back plate is connected by a flange designed as a lip sealing
structure was proposed as a Japanese option for the IFMIF [14].
On the other hand, as an EU option, the bayonet type, whose
back plate can be replaced like a bayonet from the TA was
proposed [26–28]. The bayonet type seals the boundary of
the Li target by a mechanical clamp with a gasket designed
for remote handling. However, in general, any mechanical
connections such as the mechanical clamp at the boundary for
the Li target have a risk of leakage. In addition, it is inevitable
that gaps in the flow channel at the connections of the TA and
the back plate occur in both replaceable concepts. These gaps
disturb the Li target for which a high hydraulic stability is
required. Thus, the JA option was modified to the integrated

3.1.3. Target width. The Li target width of 260 mm was
selected to cover the beam width of 200 mm. A spatial margin
of 30 mm on the left- and right-hand sides of the beam footprint
was determined to be sufficient to avoid wave patterns from
the side wall of the beam footprint located at 150–200 mm
downstream from the exit of the nozzle which produces the Li
target [18]. The location of the beam footprint is designed to
reduce neutron damage to the nozzle.
3.2. Overview of the ELTL TA
As shown in table 1, the velocity range, the thickness, the
temperature and the vacuum pressure of the ELTL cover the
range of the IFMIF, excluding the target width that is reduced
to 100 mm from 260 mm to cut down construction costs for
the ELTL. Regarding the curvature, the ELTL target employed
a new profile of the curvature proposed by Tincani et al [24]
during the initial phase of the EVEDA.
5
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Table 2. Configuration of the ELTL target assemblies.
The integrated TA
Materials
Contraction nozzle
Back plate

The bayonet TA

SS 316L

Type
Contraction ratio
Surface roughness
Back plate connection
Flow channel curvature

F82H for TA,
EUROFER for back plate
2-step contraction based on Shima nozzle
10 (10 : 2.5 : 1)
Rmax < 6.3 µm
Integrated type
Bayonet type
Described in section 3.2

Figure 6. Structure of the integrated TA.

type whose back plate is integrated in the TA without gaps in the as follows:
flow channel. The integrated-type TA excludes any mechanical
(I) the inlet nozzle,
connections around the back plate.
(II) the rectangle channel with (II-1) the flow straightener,
In the ELTL, the two TAs characterized by each back plate (III) the double-contraction nozzle,
type are designed, fabricated and tested. The integrated TA is (IV) the back plate with (IV-1) the flow channel,
made entirely of stainless steel type 316 L, and the bayonet (V) target chamber with (V-1) the large viewing, (V-2) the
TA is made of reduced activation ferritic steels (F82H and
small and (V-3) vacuum ports,
EUROFER). The integrated TA is dedicated to examine the (VI) the outlet nozzle.
hydraulic stability of the Li target produced by the nozzle
These components and a confinement vessel, in which
along the concave flow channel, and then, exchanged with
both
target assemblies are installed, are described in the
the bayonet TA, which is designed to examine the mechanical
following
sections.
condition of the back plate and the potential for continuous
long-term operation.
4.1. Inlet nozzle and rectangle channel with a flow
straightener

4. Design of the integrated TA

Liquid Li comes from the circular pipe of the main loop, whose
inside diameter and wall thickness are 155.2 mm and 5.0 mm,
respectively, to the rectangle channel (II) of the TA through the
inlet nozzle (I).
The flow straightener (II-1) consisting of the honeycomb
(L100 mm) and the three perforated plates (pitch 100 mm)

The structure of the integrated TA, newly proposed by
the authors, is illustrated in figure 6. Considering the
fabrication process described in later sections, the integrated
TA was designed to be comprised of six major components
denoted by Roman numerals in figure 6.
These are
6
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Figure 7. Nozzle coordinate.

are prepared to reduce both the turbulence caused at the inlet
nozzle and secondary flow, which is generated in bend sections
located upstream from the inlet nozzle, and to flatten the
velocity profile. The flow straightener is referred to JIS Z
8762-1:2007 [29] in Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) which
is based on ISO 5167-1:2003.

Figure 8. Flow channel curvature coordinate.

4.3. Back plate with the flow channel
The flow channel is fabricated on the back plate and connected
to the contraction nozzle and the outlet nozzle to the quench
tank as shown in figure 6. Regarding the flow channel, the
ELTL target was designed to have the same flow thickness
but a 1/2.6 width as presented in table 1. The 1/2.6 width of
100 mm is considered sufficient for simulation of the hydraulic
condition inside the IFMIF target as a result of a threedimensional (3D) hydraulic analysis. In addition, previous
experiments and analyses show that the Li flow is not affected
by the side wall excluding regions of 30 mm from each side
[22], where they are affected by wakes originating from the
corners of the contraction nozzle exit. The region affected by
the wakes is a focus for investigation in the ELTL.
The flow channel curvature was determined so as to avoid
Li boiling and its curvature radius was Rw = 250 mm as the
reference, as noted in section 3.1. However, the ELTL TA was
modified to achieve the new curvature profile proposed in the
initial phase of the EVEDA. The new curvature proposed by
Tincani et al [24] is gradually modified along the flow direction,
as shown in figure 8. This curvature is first almost straight at
the nozzle exit, and gradually changes to the smallest curvature
radius at the beam centre, and then to almost straight again
downstream. The requirement Rw  10 m indicated in the
analysis is maintained in the whole range.

4.2. Double-contraction nozzle
The integrated TA employs the double-contraction nozzle
(III) designed for the IFMIF target [30], although the width
is reduced to 1/2.6. The contraction nozzle is aimed at
generating a high-speed uniform (i.e. no separation, straight,
thin boundary layer) Li flow. Since one contraction as large
as a ratio of 10 may cause a flow separation in the nozzle at
high speed, the maximum contraction ratio was limited to less
than 4 based on hydraulic analysis [23], and thus the doublecontraction nozzle with the ratio of 10 : 2.5 : 1 was employed.
The curves of both parts are defined based on the Shima
nozzle [25] (x, ±y) as follows:
x = [2a · ln[2 cos(θ/2)] − 2b · ln[2 sin(θ/2)]

+[ 2b(a + b) − (a + b)] cos θ][2π ]−1
√
b (a − b)θ + [ 2b(a + b) − (a + b)] sin θ
y= +
2
2π
where a is the inlet size (θ → π, x → −∞, y → a/2),
b is the outlet size (θ → 0, x → +∞, y → b/2).
For the ELTL, both pairs of curves for the first contraction
section (x1 , y1 ) and the second (x2 , y2 ) are defined with the
coefficient a1 = 269.4 mm, b1 = 62.1 mm for the first section
(−140 < x1 < 120 mm), and a2 = 62.7 mm, b2 = 24.9 mm
for the second (−90 < x2 < 40 mm), respectively. Both
sections are adjusted to be connected at (x1 , y1 ) = (120, 62.5)
and (x2 , y2 ) = (−90, 62.5). Figure 7 shows the coordinate
of the double-contraction nozzle, (xn , +yn ), for the ELTL.
In figure 7, the x coordinate at the inlet of the nozzle
is offset to zero. Thus, the first and second contraction
sections are connected at xn = 260 mm and the total length
is 390 mm.
For fabrication, a surface roughness of 3 µm or less in the
nozzle is specified with a margin, while a surface roughness
of 6 µm was verified as sufficient for the stability of the free
surface by a water experiment [23].

4.4. Target chamber with viewing, lighting and vacuum ports
The target chamber is an SS 316L cylinder connected to the
back plate, whose inside diameter is 558.8 mm, as shown in
figure 6. The target chamber has a large and a small viewing
port for the Li target flow test, and a vacuum port connected to
a turbo-molecular pump.
An optical window is installed in the large viewing port
through a gate valve. In the ELTL, this large viewing port
is used mainly for the measurement of the Li target, while
this port becomes a beam duct through which D+ beams are
7
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machine was used for fabrication. This is for the reason that
these curvatures are considered to be the heart of the TA, and
the integrated TA is focused on the stability of the Li target
produced by the hydraulically defined nozzle and flow channel.
The fabrication and assembling process and the accompanying
accuracy are presented in the following subsections.
5.1. Fabrication of the back plate
The back plate was designed as the base of the TA structure
and to be fabricated initially from an ingot of SS 316L. The
flow channel and the groove where the nozzle is installed as
well as the outer shape were fabricated by an NC machine.
The flow channel was fabricated halfway at this stage, i.e.
several hundred µm layer was left for final fabrication after
assembling.
5.2. Fabrication of the double-contraction nozzle
The double-contraction nozzle was also fabricated from an
ingot by the NC machine. The upper (free-surface side) part
and the bottom (back plate side) part were fabricated separately
and subsequently welded by electron beam welding (EBW).
In this EBW, the beam current was controlled so that it would
not penetrate into the inner surface of the double-contraction
nozzle. Trial fabrications were conducted to determine the
optimal welding condition.
The dimension of the double-contraction nozzle curvature
was measured by a 3D measurement tool (Zeiss MMZ
122010). Table 3 shows the result of the measurement. Three
lines along with the nozzle curve in the width direction were
measured in both parts (free-surface side and flow channel
side) of the double-contraction nozzle before both parts were
combined by welding. The three lines were at (1) the centre
width, (2) the quarter width (the vacuum port side) and (3) the
quarter width (the small port side). The measurement points in
each line were 53 and, the root mean square (RMS) values of
error, i.e. input value minus measurement value, are presented
as the processing error in table 3. As a result, the processing
error average was 20.3 µm. The measurement accuracy of the
3D measurement was 1.4 µm as the result of a calibration.

Figure 9. TA inside the confinement vessel.

injected in the IFMIF. The small viewing port is prepared as
an alternative for viewing and lighting.
4.5. Confinement vessel
The TA has a higher Li leak risk than other parts since the
bayonet TA employs a mechanically replaceable back plate
and a dissimilar weld joint as a connection between the F82H
TA and the SS 304 pipe of the main loop at the upstream
of the inlet nozzle. As a countermeasure for Li leak from
the TA, the TA is held in an air-tight steel container called a
confinement vessel to provide a two-fold boundary structure.
The structure of the confinement vessel is illustrated in figure 9.
The vessel, whose diameter is approximately 2.4 m and whose
height is approximately 5.3 m, is connected to an Ar gas system
of the loop and is equipped with an air blower to replace the
inner atmosphere with Ar gas or air. With this equipment, this
confinement vessel is filled with Ar gas at a slightly positive
pressure during Li loop operation to prevent Li fire in case of
accidental Li leak.
The confinement vessel has a measurement hatch which
is connected to the large viewing port in the target chamber.
When flow measurements are conducted, the measurement
hatch is opened and the measurement devices are installed in
the hatch.

5.3. Assembly of the back plate, the double-contraction
nozzle, the outlet nozzle and the target chamber
The double-contraction nozzle was bolted at the groove by
eight bolts, as shown in figure 6, in order to avoid heat
deformation by welding. After fixation, the boundary of
the double-contraction nozzle and the flow channel and the
bolts were welded for seal. Then, the outlet nozzle and the
target chamber were installed on the back plate by welding.
After assembly, the flow channel was fabricated to cut the seal
welding part and the remaining layer.
In this process, the flow channel curvature was measured
by the 3D measurement tool (Zeiss PRISMO 10 HTG VAST)
which has an accuracy of 1.4 µm. The results of measurements
performed at three different lines in the width direction along
with the flow channel are presented in table 3. Fifteen points
of each line were measured and the RMS values of errors are
presented. The average processing error was 13.3 µm.

5. Fabrication process and result
As described in section 4, the integrated TA is comprised
of six major components in consideration of the fabrication
process. Figure 10 shows the pictures on the fabrication and
assembling process of the components. Although no specific
requirement was imposed on the fabrication, in order to realize
highly accurate curvatures of the double-contraction nozzle
and the flow channel, a numerical control five-axis milling
8
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Figure 10. Fabrication process of the integrated TA made of SS 316L.
Table 3. Processing error of the target assembly.
Measurement positions
Nozzle curvature

Free-surface side

Centre width
Quarter width (vacuum port side)
Quarter width (small port side)
Centre width
Quarter width (vacuum port side)
Quarter width (small port side)

Back plate side

Average
Centre of the width
Quarter of the width (vacuum port side)
Quarter of the width (lighting port side)
Average
R of the corner (design value: R0.2 mm) Vacuum port side
Lighting port side
Flow channel curvature

Rmax (µm)

Ra (µm)

1
2
3
4

0.8
1.04
0.84
1.24

0.2
0.26
0.21
0.31

25.4
17.8
19.5
23.2
16.5
19.2
20.3
17.6
11.0
11.3
13.3
0.13
0.02

5.4. Installation in the confinement vessel

Table 4. Surface roughness.
Measurement
position

Processing error (µm)

After several tests and inspections, such as pressure test and
welding inspections, the integrated TA was installed in the
confinement vessel, as shown in figure 10. The outlet nozzle,
the large viewing port and the vacuum port were connected
by bellows, while the inlet nozzle was connected by elbow.
Heaters, Li leak detectors and heat insulators will be installed
after completion of on-site inspections.

Surface roughness and R of the corners of the flow channel
were also measured at this stage, as shown in tables 4 and
2, respectively. The maximum profile valley depth (Rmax )
and the arithmetical mean deviation of the profile (Ra ) of the
surface roughness were lower than the specification value of
Rmax = 6.3 µm.
Finally, using EBW, the inlet nozzle and the rectangle
channel with the flow straightener were connected to the
double-contraction nozzle, and a flange was installed at the
large viewing port.

6. Outline of the validation test
This section describes the validation programme envisaged in
the ELTL. Although the validation programme was originally
scheduled for two years from 2011, the ELTL was damaged
by the great east Japan earthquake, which occurred on 11
March 2011 and delayed the start of the validation programme.
The start of operation is foreseen around October 2012 after
completing repair and inspection works. The initial validation
9
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Figure 11. Li target flowing in a straight horizontal channel in the Osaka University Li loop.

programme consists of two validation phases, namely the phase
1 validation and the final validation. In phase 1 validation,
the flow diagnostics and the impurity traps and monitors,
excluding the H hot trap and its monitor, are integrated in the
ELTL, and these validation tests are performed in the integrated
TA. The validation test items on the Li target flow scheduled
in the first phase are outlined briefly as follows.

6.2. Measurement of wave height and thickness
As a method to measure the wave height on the Li target,
a contact-type liquid level detector (contact probe) was
developed and tested in the Osaka University [18–20] with
reference to a past approach in the fusion materials irradiation
test (FMIT) [1]. The wave height distribution of the irregular
waves and its average wave height and the average thickness
of the Li target can be measured using this probe. The contact
probe for the ELTL is being designed in the framework of the
task of diagnostics for the Li target and is scheduled to be
installed in 2011.
The results of the Li target flow, especially on the wave
height, are supposed to draw a conclusion as to whether the
Li target parameters, such as velocity, thickness and width,
are adequate or should be re-evaluated for the IFMIF. If
re-evaluation is required, the current design is supposed to
be modified for a new design proposal together with the test
results from the ELTL as evidence. The design for the IFMIF
TA will progress to the task of (VI) IFMIF engineering design.

6.1. Observation of free surface, and measurement of
wavelength, wave velocity and wave frequency
Observation of the Li target using a HSV camera (Fastcam
SA1.1 provided by Photron Ltd.) is planned. To photograph
the small waves flowing on the Li target surface with velocity
as high as 20 m s−1 , the frame rate of the camera is set at greater
than 20 000 fps (frame per second). As for the Li target flow
condition, the velocity will be varied from an initial velocity
to 20 m s−1 as the Li target flow is photographed at certain
velocity steps, e.g. 1 m s−1 step. The initial velocity will be
determined as the lowest velocity that allows for a smooth Li
target flow during trial run.
Figure 11 shows the pictures of a Li free-surface flow
taken in the Osaka University Li loop, which can produce a
Li flow along a straight horizontal flow channel by a doublecontraction nozzle. The double-contraction nozzle is a scaleddown model of the IFMIF, which produces a Li flow of 10 mm
in depth and 70 mm in thickness. As shown in figure 11, the
small waves are generated, and they flow on the Li target
surface as the main cause of surface fluctuation, which is
required to be within ±1 mm in the IFMIF. Analysis of the
wavelength, wave speed and wave frequency from a sequence
of pictures is planned. Figure 11 also shows the steady wave
patterns originating from the nozzle corners. As mentioned in
section 3.1, the Li target width is designed to avoid the wave
patterns from the beam footprint. In the ELTL, the design of
the width is supposed to be validated.

7. Summary
The engineering validation and engineering design activities
(EVEDA) for the IFMIF are now underway as one of the ITERBA activities. This paper presents the design and fabrication of
the EVEDA Li test loop (ELTL), in particular the design of the
target assembly (TA) which is the most important component
in the Li target facility. The points are summarized below.
i. Design and construction of the ELTL. The ELTL was
designed to consist of two major Li loops, which are the
main loop and the purification and impurity monitoring
loop. The main loop is equipped with all components
necessary to produce the Li target, namely 6 inch Li
circulation pipes, the TA, several tanks and valves. The
EMP can supply Li to the TA at the maximum flow
10
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rate of 50 L s−1 corresponding to 20 m s−1 in the TA
in the operation temperature range 250–350 ◦ C. The
construction of the ELTL was completed on 22 November
2010, and a major milestone towards the realization of
IFMIF facility was achieved.
Requirements and specification of the IFMIF target and
the outline of the ELTL TA. The fundamental requirements
for the Li target in the IFMIF are as follows:
• to remove the heat and prevent boiling resulting from
the D+ beams for the velocity and the curvature radius,
• to cover the range of D+ beam penetration for the
thickness,
• to prevent the effect of wakes from the nozzle for
width.
Based on a thermo-hydraulic analysis, the velocity, the
curvature radius, the thickness and the width were
selected, respectively, as 15 m s−1 , 250 mm, 25 mm and
260 mm. The stability of the thickness was required to be
within ±1 mm.
In the ELTL, the two TAs are scheduled to be designed,
fabricated and tested: these are the integrated TA made
of SS 316L and the bayonet TA made of F82H and
EUROFER. Both TAs have the double-contraction nozzle
designed for the IFMIF, and produce Li targets possessing
the same velocity, thickness and temperature. Regarding
the curvature radius and the width, a new curvature was
defined for the ELTL, and the width was reduced to 1/2.6.
Detailed design of the integrated TA. The Integrated TA
was designed in consideration of the fabrication process
which aimed to ensure high processing accuracy. The
integrated TA consists of six components, namely the inlet
nozzle, the rectangle channel with the flow straightener,
the double-contraction nozzle, the back plate with the
flow channel, target chamber with the large viewing, the
small and vacuum ports. The double reducer nozzle is
designed based on the Shima nozzle and is the same as
that of the IFMIF, and the curvature radius of the flow
channel is gradually changed along with the flow direction.
As a countermeasure for accidental Li leak, the TAs are
installed in an air-tight confinement vessel filled with Ar
gas during operation.
Fabrication process and the processing accuracy. In
order to realize a highly accurate curvature of the doublecontraction nozzle and the flow channel, a numerical
control five-axis milling machine was used for fabrication.
The demand for accuracy is a function of this being
considered the heart of the TA.
In the fabrication process, the back plate and nozzle
were separately fabricated from SS 316L ingots, and then
combined. In the processing, the processing errors were
20.3 µm for the double-contraction nozzle and 13.3 µm
for the flow channel curvature. The surface roughness
was 1.0 µm in Rmax and 0.25 µm in Ra , and both were
within the required Rmax : 6.3 µm.
Outline of the validation test in the integrated TA. The
integrated TA is designed to investigate the stability of
the Li target produced by the double-contraction nozzle.
To clarify the surface fluctuation of the Li target, a highspeed video (HSV) camera and a contact-type liquid
level detector (contact probe) will be employed. By the

HSV, the wavelength, wave speed and wave frequency are
expected to be clearly observable while the distribution
and the average of the wave height and the thickness of
the Li target will be obtained by the contact probe.
Finally, the results on surface fluctuation are supposed to draw
a conclusion as to whether the Li target parameters, such as
velocity, thickness and width, are adequate or should be reevaluated for the IFMIF. If re-evaluation is required, the current
design is supposed to be modified for a new design proposal
with the test results in the ELTL as evidence. The design for
the IFMIF TA will progress to the IFMIF engineering design.
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